
Rupertiwinkel-Panoramatour

CYCLING TOUR

A bike tour through beautiful natural areas that offers many panoramic views of the Alps / Start in Taching am See

Starting point
Center of Taching am See

Location
Taching am See


distance:
35.7 kilometres 

duration:
01:50 hours


maximum altitude:
530 meters 

minimum altitude:
387 meters


altitude difference:
350 ascending 

altitude difference:
350 descending

A bike tour through beautiful natural areas that offers many panoramic views of the Alps / Start in Taching am See 
Tettenhausen - Bicheln - St. Coloman - Enhub - Fridolfing - Hipflham - Kirchanschöring - Reschberg - Wolkersdorf - 
Tettenhausen views of the Alps, extensive landscapes and Cyclists on the Rupertiwinkl panorama tour experience deep 
blue lakes, but also interesting insights into old traditions. Medal-collecting villages, places steeped in tradition, natural 
monuments and interesting businesses line the 25-kilometre circular route, which also includes a "Gold Trail". The view of 
Lake Waginger and Lake Tachinger See at the starting point of the Rupertiwinkl panorama tour looks like a waist of water 
tied tightly with a belt. This bottleneck is created by a peninsula that reaches into the water like a nose, which makes it 
possible to drive over a bridge to Tettenhausen. The two lakes together are almost ten kilometers long. The Rupertiwinkl 
panorama tour initially takes cyclists north along the entire length of Lake Taching. If you want to treat yourself to a 
refreshment after the bike tour, you should remember the turnoff to the left to the "Seeuferweg". Because after a short 
stretch you will reach an old Kneipp water treading facility. As befits a panoramic tour, the regular route initially leads 
gently uphill. At the junction in Bicheln, at a single tree with a rest area, cyclists should take a look over their shoulder for 
the first time to be surprised by the grandiose and wide view. The entire width of the Chiemgau and Salzburg Alps can be 
seen from here. A side road leads into a forest, a little downhill again and later, at the end of the forest, you can let your 
gaze wander over the Tenglinger lido. With its beautiful mountain panorama and idyllic location in a large conservation 
area, the lido is one of the insider tips among outdoor pools. Due to its shallow depth (19 metres), Tachinger See is one of 
the warmest lakes in Upper Bavaria, and the water quality is good. Always following the cycle path, the Rupertiwinkl 
panorama tour turns right in Furthmühle just before Tengling and reaches the church of St. Coloman. Here you can 
admire the most beautiful view of Lake Taching, which lies at the cyclist's feet like a deep blue jewel in front of the Alpine 
panorama. Not far from the pilgrimage church of St. Coloman there are two springs, the Fieber and the Augenbrünnl, 
which are said to have healing effects. Via Wilgering and Gierling you cycle on the Rupertiwinkl panorama tour - which 
lives up to its name here - over a railway track to Enhub. The conspicuous - more than four meters high - Enhuber Cross 
was built in 1929 by the Stettmeier couple as a thank you for the birth of a healthy son. The almost life-size Jesus hanging 



on the cross and the Madonna below are painted on sheet metal and were restored in 2009. Cyclists reach Fridolfing via 
Klebham. The parish church of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary, which can be seen from afar, is the largest village 
church in Germany and is therefore also called the "Bavarian Cathedral". Passing the Church of St. Johann, the 
Rupertiwinkl Panorama Tour heads towards the view, which initially accompanied the cyclist from the side. At the 
Hipflham settlement with its many new buildings, the cyclists initially distance themselves from the Alpine panorama in 
order to arrive on a cycle path in Kirchanschöring. Via the Götzinger Achen it goes to the town center with the "heavenly 
economy", the Saliterwirt. In 2004, the village of Kirchanschöring was awarded the gold medal in the national competition 
“Our village should be more beautiful”. So it's not a bad idea to take the "Goldweg" tour of the buildings honored by the 
jury. 20 stations provide information about the quality of life in Kirchanschöring - including the Saliter estate, St. 
Nepomuk on the church wall or the Schusterhäusl. In the tourist information you can also book competent guided tours. 
Incidentally, this is not the only medal that the Kirchanschöringer can call their own: In 1992, the community was awarded 
the Bavarian home care prize. For many hikers, Meindl shoes are gold pieces of a completely different kind. Shoemaker 
Petrus Meindl was first documented in Kirchanschöring in 1683.
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